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LCP BATTLES THROUGH THE COTTON BOWL
Club places 7 in Allen Texas (Tell everybody it’s Dallas, they won’t know the difference)

In the third stop of the Texas 
Iron Man, the Cotton Bowl, LCP 
sent 13 wrestlers and managed to 
place 7 in both the Rookie and 
Open Tournaments, despite some 
goofy brackets and questionable 
officiating.

Highlighting the weekend was 
Jack Hood,... but more on that 
later.

John Geiger survived a middle 
round loss to battle back to a 
second place finish.

Whoa!  Did you see that?  
Harper Geracci, LCP’s very own 
Great White Buffalo, made his first 
appearance at a National 
Tournament!  Harper carried the 

flag for the club in the Heavyweight 
Division to get Second.  

In the “Revenge is a Dish that 
is Best Served Cold” Category, Will 
Spencer avenged a rib injury earlier 
in the season en route to a fourth 
place finish.  Will’s next quest is to 
avenge the Scottish oppression by 
England.  When asked how he 
planned to do this, Will simply 
replied,”FREEEEEDOOMMM!!”

All was not rosy for LCP in 
Dallas Allen however.  In perhaps 
the single most disappointing finish 
for Lance Reed, the D3 90 Pound 
division was won by a kid with 
socks from a bar,... a bar in 
Stillwater Oklahoma.  I’m not sure, 

Attention 
Everyone: Novice 

State is this weekend.  
Great chance for Rookies 
and Novice alike to make 
some noise.  Yeah never 

mind, I got the  
newsletter out too 

late.
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“Say it!  Mel Gibson won two 
Oscars!  Say it!”
Will Spencer uses movie trivia to 
win bombard his opponent into 
submission.
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NEWSLETTER STAFF IRRITATED 
AFTER NO ONE NOTICES LATEST 

EDITION IS LATE 

Sigh,... Eskimo Joes(http://
www.eskimojoes.com/). 
“Yeah, Lance lost to a kid 
wearing socks from 
“Stillwater’s Jumpin’ Little 
Juke Joint since 1975.”  I 
guess they were out of the 
“Future Hooter Girl” Tee-
shirts. 

but a single-wide with a mini fridge 
constitutes a bar in Stillwater.  

Adding to the randomness of 
the Open Tournament was a large 
amount of BYEs and Forfeits in the 
D3 85 pound division.  Leading the 
way was Joseph Molina who had 
his hand raised twice in forfeit.  All 
parties in attendance agreed that 
this was a case of everyone being 
afraid of the LCP Wrestling Club.

On the Rookie side Jack 
McLaughlin and Bryce McLaren 
managed to go an entire 
tournament without wrestling each 
other into overtime.  Jack stayed on 
the right side of the bracket the 
whole day finishing in second.  
Conversely, Bryce battled back from 
an opening round loss to capture 
fourth place.

Topping the Rookie day was 
Jack Hood capturing the Cotton 
Bowl Rookie Championship.  
According to one coach,”In his third 
match you can see Jack’s opponent 

“Why yes this second place trophy 
is almost as tall as me.”

The hundreds of staff people 
that work to put the LCP Newsletter 
together each week were expecting 
a firestorm Tuesday morning when 
no newsletter arrived on Monday.  
Instead they found nothing, nothing 
except ambivalence.

Because of this lack of public 
outcry, the Board of Directors for 
LCP Newsletter Inc. had an 
emergency meeting to discuss this 
tumultuous turn of events.  The 
meeting was short lived as none of 
the board felt the need to attend. 

The LCP Newsletter Editorial 
Newsletter staff was able to find 
some use for the non-meeting 
however, using it’s non-occurrence 
to fill that grey rectangle on the left 
side of the second page of the 
newsletter.

I swear to God, my wife called 
this an “action picture” of Steve 
and Brent.

Joseph gets his hand raised without 
working for the second time.

try to Tap Out.  He squeezed the life 
out of the kid.”

With Jack’s victory this brings 
the LCP Cotton Bowl Rookie 
Championship winning streak to 
three years.  Previous Rookie 
champions included Lance Reed 
and Kyle Tibbetts.  
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One would think that the 
McLaughlin Clan would be 
satisfied with their first 
appearance at a National 
tournament, but abiding by the 
axiom that everywhere in life there 
are teachable moments, 
somehow the back tire of the 
McLaughlin family truckster, 
“mysteriously” went flat on 
Interstate 35.

When this happens most 
parents would; stop their car, 
keep their kids inside where it’s 
safe, change the tire, and resume 
driving.  Instead, over the top 
coach, Tyler McLaughlin felt the 

need to teach his kids some sort 
of lesson about wrestling and 
manual labor.  No one is quite 
sure what this lesson is, but if 
you have any ideas, please let 
the Texas Department of Public 
Safety and Child Protective 
Services know as they are 
currently trying to decide what 
direction to take this “Incident.”
     Please be on the lookout for 
the McLaughlin kids this 
weekend on the side of the 290 
as they may be pulling the 
transmission out of their dads 
car in some sort of motivational 
ploy.

MCLAUGHLIN KIDS FORCED TO CHANGE TIRE ON BUSY ROAD
Called,”Motivational”

Harper gets his hand raised.
I guess there wasn’t a football game with a 
bunch of free stuff for him to horde.

Sweet serenity!
Rookie coaches and parents relax during the 
Open Tournament. 

Socks?  No you don’t need socks.
Collins and Jack change a tire. 
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Music Argument!
Hipster DJ Collins McLaughlin tries to explain how Vanilla Ice was the watershed moment for Hip Hop.  
Jack and Bryce attempt to remind of someone named,”Oh I don’t know Jam Master Jay?!?  He was the 
backbone or RUN DMC!”  It doesn’t end well.

Wrestle someone with my medal??  Oh yeah it’s on!!
Jack Hood shows off his Championship medal

Little less mugging little more cannonballing
Jack Hood doesn’t tuck like he should, loses 
points on entry.  Just sayin’.


